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(+1)8434711440 - http://www.cuppamanna.com/

Here you can find the menu of Cuppa Manna in Summerville. At the moment, there are 18 courses and drinks
on the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Louis Alleva likes about Cuppa Manna:

I didn?t realize there was a location here this whole time!! I really liked this spot and it?s so close to my job! Their
iced chais are the bomb!!! I really enjoyed their music playing and warm, inviting environment! Baristas are super

nice too read more. In nice weather you can even have something in the outdoor area, and there is
complimentary WiFi. What Louis Alleva doesn't like about Cuppa Manna:

I really wanted to give this place 5 stars because I love supporting locally owned Christian businesses, but this I
could not do. My latte was given to me with pet hair on the lid and without the whipped topping I ordered. The

barista was pleasant, and politely offered to remake my drink and also admitted to forgetting to add the topping.
As he was about to remake my drink, a fellow employee asked him to hand her mon... read more. For breakfast,
you can enjoy a appetizing brunch at Cuppa Manna, freely at your own will, In addition, the delectable desserts
of the establishment shine not only in the eyes of the little guests. Furthermore, you'll find tasty American meals,
like for instance burgers and grilled meat on the menu, The guests of the establishment are also thrilled with the

comprehensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CHAI

Smoothie�
SMOOTHIE

Snack�
BROWNIES

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Te�
GREEN TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Frenc�
CROISSANT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TURKEY

Drink�
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE

DRINKS

Ingredient� Use�
AVOCADO

COCONUT

Desser�
BLUEBERRY PIE

MATCHA

COOKIES
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Monday 06:00 -18:00
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